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ABSTRACT 

In social networks, opinions diffusion often leads to relationships evolution. Then changes of relationships result in the 
change of balance degree of social system. We simulate the opinion diffusion on Barabási & Albert (BA) network and 
Watts & Strogatz (WS) network to study the effects of the two types of networks, dynamical parameters and structural 
parameters on the balance degree of system. We employ the spectral analysis to quantify the balance degree of system 
before and after opinion propagation. The result reveals that it is very similar effect of BA networks and WS networks 
on it. However, it is opposite effects between dynamical parameters and structural parameters. The balance degree of 
system is proportional to the two dynamical factors  ,P Q  at initial state and always inversely proportional to the two 

structural factors  , nek P  at initial and convergence state. 
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1. Introduction 

In a community, opinion propagation always impacts 
interpersonal relationships in some degree. It has been a 
challenge for researchers to figure out the rule and the 
characteristic about the impact by opinion propagation in 
different social structure. The network approach has con- 
tributed significantly to our understanding of the struc- 
ture, function, and response of various complex systems, 
from genetic transcriptions to human societies [1,2]. In 
the case of human social systems, this approach was in- 
troduced by social scientists and they established impor- 
tant concepts and tools to study them [3,4]. 

In 1998 and 1999, Watts and Strogatz [5], Barabási 
and Albert [6] successively discovery the properties of 
small-world and scale-free, which many natural and arti- 
ficial complex networks have. Based on the discovery, 
more and more researchers were attracted to use the 
Barabási & Albert (BA) networks and Watts & Strogatz 
(WS) networks to simulate the social networks [7,8]. 
While many opinion models have been introduced to 
simulate the process of opinion diffusion on complex 
networks: the Sznajd model [9], the voter model [10,11], 
the majority rule model [12,13], the social impact model 
[14], the bounded-confidence model [15], to name a few. 

More researches focus on the changes of opinion by 

propagation than the changes of social relationship. In 
this paper, we quantify the changes of relationship af- 
fected by opinion diffusion on BA and WS networks in 
combination of two classes of parameters (dynamical 
parameters, structural parameters). 

We employ the Heider theory [16] of structural bal- 
ance (i.e., social balance) to evaluate social relationship. 
Let us firstly recall the notion of structural balance [16]. 
Suppose we have three entities (individual or agents): A, 
B, and C; each pair of distinct entities has an edge la- 
beled + that denotes a positive sentiment or—that indi- 
cates a negative sentiment (all pair-wise relationships 
will be symmetric in our discussion: the sentiment that A 
displays to B is precisely the sentiment that B holds to 
A).  

Clearly, a triad (3-cycle) with all three edges positive 
can be considered stable or balanced. Heider [16,17] also 
postulates the triad with exactly odd negative edge to be 
unbalanced and the unbalance triad trends to be balance. 
A network is balanced if each constituent triad is bal- 
anced [16-18]. An ostensibly more general definition of 
balanced network is that every cycle in the network is 
balanced. Cartwright et al. [19] extended and generalized 
the balance theory from 3-circle to n-circle (n ≥ 3). They 
postulates that n-circle with odd negative edge is also 
unbalanced. 

Cartwright et al. [19] gave a basic method to measure 
the balance degree of the whole network: calculating the 
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faction of unbalance circle. Later, Jérôme Kunegis et al. 
[20] suggested the spectral analysis method and Giu- 
seppe Facchetti et al. [21] presented the energy function 
method. In this study, we use the spectral analysis me- 
thod to calculate the smallest eigenvalue to measure the 
balance degree of the whole network. The smaller the 
smallest eigenvalue is, the more stable the whole social 
system is and the more harmonious the social relation- 
ships are, vice versa. 

2. The Model 

Let us consider opinion synchronous diffusion1 on BA 
and SW networks. 

2.1. Opinion Model 

Each of N vertices denotes an individual and each of M 
links denotes a relationship between two individuals in 
the network. We consider Oi possible opinions of which 
every individual must hold one and two relationships 
(called +1 and −1) denote positive sentiment (friends) 
and negative sentiment (enmities), according to balance 
theory. Opinion model in this study is the majority- 
friends-rule model extending the majority-rule model [12, 
13]. It assumes that individuals preferentially follow the 
friends instead of following the crowd (the majority-rule2) 
in their opinion update. In each step, every vertex has the 
same opportunity to update its opinion or relations by the 
flowing rules. 

1) Majority friends’ preference (MFP): with probabil- 
ity P, the focal individual accepts the specific opinion 
held by a majority of its friends (i.e., the opinion is the 
one or one of that has the largest supporter among the 
friends). If the specific opinion is more than one, random 
one of them is chosen. We call this process Q action. 

2) Cognitive consistence (CC) [22]: with probability 
1-P, the focal individual updates (keeps or flips) its rela- 
tionship. It will keep the sign of edge if the focal pair is 
cognitive consistence: holding the same opinion with 
positive (+1) relation or different opinions with the nega- 
tive (−1) relation. On the country, an edge will flip the 
sign if the focal pair is cognitive inconsistence: the same 
opinion hold by focal pair individual with negative (−1) 
relation or conversely. When flipping is activated, with 
likelihood Q, the focal individual will flip all of links to 
neighbors, or with likelihood 1-Q, it will flip random one 
of links to neighbors. We call these processes Q action 
and 1-Q action. 

Repeating above steps, the system will converge to 

consensus state. The consensus state has two sub-states: 
one is opinion consensus sub-state; another is relation 
consensus sub-state. They respectively represents that all 
opinions and all relations currently hold by all individu- 
als do not change over time. After reaching the two sub- 
states, the system can only reach consensus state. It also 
claims that the coevolution between opinions and rela- 
tions has been completed. 

2.2. Parameters 

The two networks (BA WS) which have same parameters 
and scopes of parameters. The total number (N) of verti- 
ces and the initial number i  of opinions are fixed  O
 1000, 100N O i . The type of variable has two: 
structural parameters and dynamical parameters. Struc- 
tural parameters include average degree  
    and proportion of negative edge 2, 4,6,8,10k 
  0,1P 

 
ne . Dynamical parameters is the probability of 

opinions propagation  3
0,1P  and the likelihood of 

relations evolution   0,1Q

P

. 

3. Numerical Results 

In this section, we study effects of the two kinds of pa- 
rameters on the balance degree of networks in initial state 
and convergence state. 

3.1. Initial State 

As it shown in Figure 1, the effect of ne  and k  on 
the balance degree of networks is consistent: the balance 
degree decreases with their increasing. It suggests struc- 
tural parameters are negative factors to the stability of 
networks. The difference between them is that the effects 
of k P is stronger than that of ne  in the same rate of 
increasing. Figure 1 also shows that the effects on the  
 

 
(a)                             (b) 

Figure 1. The effects of structural parameters  neP k  va- 

riations on the balance degree of BA and WS network in 
initial state. The right color bar indicates the value of the 
smallest eigenvalue of networks. The color of data point 
which is closer to blue/red implies the smallest eigenvalue is 
smaller/bigger (i.e., the balance degree of relations in net- 
works is smaller/bigger). 

1Synchronous diffusion: each vertex updates opinion at the same time 
in order to ensure diffusion independent of the sequence of vertex. 
2Synchronous diffusion by majority preference rule finally leads to a 
trivial absorb state that all of vertices holding the same opinion. So we 
employ majority friends’ preference in this study. 
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balance degree between BA and WS networks are a little 
difference: BA network is generally more stable than WS 
network under the same conditions. 

3.2. Convergence State 

Generally, the balance degree of the two networks is 
proportional to dynamical parameters (Figures 2(a) and 
(b)), but inversely proportional to structural parameters 
(Figures 2(c) and (d)). 

With the increasing of dynamical parameters, the prob- 
ability of eliminating inconsistence will also increase and 
the system will trend to balance. To dynamical parame- 
ters, P is the major and Q is the minor because P is ap- 
parently greater impact on the balance degree of net- 
works than Q. P value become the bigger, positive edges 
probabilistically exit the more in networks, leading to the 
more balance circles in networks. So the balance degree 
of system will enhance. It may be reflect that relations 
will be more harmonious in social networks when posi- 
tive relations are more and more.  

With the increase of Q value, the balance degree of 
system will increase in trend, but not in strict. There are 
two reasons to explain it. One is that Q and 1-Q action 
happen in the conditional probability of  1 P . So oc- 
currence probability of Q and 1-Q action is usually 
smaller than P action (as Equation (1)). 

   Q Q     1 1P P Q  

neP

         (1) 

The other is that though Q and 1-Q action both elimi- 
nated discordant state, the results of them maybe increase 
positive edges or negative edges. Except when  is  
 

 

Figure 2. The effects of dynamical parameters (P, Q) and 

structural parameters  neP k  variations on the balance 

degree of BA and WS network in converge state. The indi-
cation of color is same as Figure 1. 

close to 1, the probability of increasing positive edges is 
bigger than that of negative edges in the edges evolving 
way of CC rule, for there is always much more opinion 
consensus than no consensus in networks when opinion 
propagating by MFP rule. So it is more advantage to the 
balance of system than unbalance of it in probability. 

However, the effects of structural parameters are con- 
trary to that of dynamical parameters: the balance degree 
of system drops down when structural parameters rise. 
The reason of the two structural parameters is respec- 
tively that: the rising of k

neP

 results in increasing of 
negative edges and circles in networks, finally leads to 
decreasing of the balance degree of system. In the same 
way, the increasing of  leads to the worse of the bal-
ance degree of system. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we simulate the coevolution of opinions 
and relations on BA and WS networks by MFP and CC 
rule, trying to study the effects of two kinds of parameter 
(dynamic structure) and two types of networks (BA WS) 
on the system balance. It is found that the effect of two 
kinds of parameter on the system degree is opposite and 
that of two types of networks is similar.  
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